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That is our mantra. The reason we created DECKED. We know that every 
minute you save during the day, every trip in and out of your vehicle you 
avoid, every awkward lift you don’t have to perform, means you’ll gain 
an edge and have more time and more energy for what really matters. 
You’re damn right we are zealots for good ergonomics and efficient 
organisation. Driven by a passion for perfection and doing the right 
thing, we are proud to make our products from recycled materials. 

 We’re even prouder to help improve the lives of those who rise early 
to get the job done. We spent three years developing and engineering 
DECKED and the past four years refining our design with the help of real 
people in the field using DECKED daily. Thousands of happy customers 
(and four grouchy ones) later, we are here to say it’s an honour to serve 
our hard working and harder playing customers with an innovative family 
of products designed to help you Work Smarter so you can Play Harder.
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we took diy plywood drawers and turned the idea into an engineered, 
rugged and affordable organisation and storage solution for 
tradesmen and women, commercial customers, public safety 
responders and military applications...and anyone that wants to get 
the most out of their ute.

WORK
SMARTER
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as hard as you work, we know you play harder. we built decked for 
getting out of town, hitting dirt roads and pursuing dinner, whether 
it has four legs, wings or fins. decked’s 1 tonne payload means you can 
haul all your gear and still load up the atv or the moto. so load up 
your drawers, and get busy livin’.  

PLAY
HARDER
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our company mission is to make life easier for the working man 
and woman. whatever your mission, decked helps you work 
smarter with increased efficiency and less wear and tear on 
your body.

WORK
SMARTER
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fishing, surfing, camping, boating—you name it. decked maximises the 
flexibility of your vehicle’s tub. we engineered decked to keep your 
gear dry, secure and organised.

PLAY
HARDER
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ERGONOMIC
ALL YOUR GEAR, RIGHT AT YOUR FINGERTIPS.
You don’t need kneepads for negotiating contracts, so you shouldn’t need them for accessing 
the tools and gear in the tub of your ute either. Smooth rolling, secure drawers bring all your 
goods sliding right out at tailgate height while still allowing full use of your ute tub or van 
cargo area.  Grab a handle and get ‘er done. 

ORGANISED
THERE’S NO SUCH THING AS TOO MUCH STORAGE.
“I’m too organised!” said no one, ever. Roll up to the jobsite ready to go with the tools 
and materials for the day organised, easily accessible and ready to rip. With DECKED’s 
customisable storage, you’ll end the junk show in the cab of your rig or tub of your 
ute. Be prepared for whatever the day throws your way.
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JAROD SWEESY  |  PROFESSIONAL RIFLE COMPETITOR
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SECURE &
       WEATHERPROOF

SECURE

With your tools, straps, rods and other gear organised in your 
DECKED system, they are as secure, if not more secure, than under a 
locked tonneau or canopy. Tailgate locks combined with our design, 
will keep the bad guys out. 
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RUGGED & DURABLE

Built from zombie apocalypse-proof HDPE and anti-corrosion 
treated steel, DECKED is impervious to the elements. Designed to 
be left outside in all conditions, from under a blistering QLD sun 
to an Thredbo whiteout, DECKED is meant to be ridden hard and 
put away wet.

WEATHERPROOF

DECKED drawers are designed to be fully weatherproof and 
ready for whatever Mother Nature might bring. While airborne 
particulate matter like mist or dust might penetrate the drawers, 
you’re gonna have to really screw up and back your ute into a lake 
to swamp your stuff. 

CUSTOMISABLE

With more options than your facial hair, we’ve developed a 
collection of helpful accessories to help you get more out of your 
system through customisable configuration. Like the first day of 
Movember, the options are limitless.
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FULL TUB USE
GAIN SURFACE AREA LIKE A BOSS.
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DECKED elevates the bed floor of your ute 309mm, giving 
you full wall-to-wall storage right over the tops of your 
wheel wells. Need to load a pallet of stone, bunk of 
plywood or that new ATV you can’t afford? No problem. 
With your essentials secure in the drawers underneath, 
you have full license to load ‘er up. 
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HEAVY DUTY ENGINEERING
UNMATCHED STRENGTH-TO-WEIGHT.
With a system payload of 1 tonne and 100 kgs per drawer capacity at a total product weight of only
100-105 kgs (depending on model), DECKED has the strength-to-weight ratio of ten to one.

UNDERSIDE  VIEW

Depending on your tub length, you will have 
6-7 galvanised steel tubes running laterally 

through the deck. Dimples in the deck surface 
identify steel tubes for easy location when 

attaching accessories.
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STRENGTH-TO-WEIGHT
Do the math: 1 tonne payload, 100 kgs per drawer capacity 
at an overall weight of 100-105 kgs. That’s a heck of a lot 
of stuff you can load up without compromising your ute’s 
payload capacity. 

1 TONNE PAYLOAD
Your ute works as hard as you 
want it to think you do. A steel 
subframe skeleton in-moulded 
to HDPE gives you that 1 tonne 
payload you need to get all the 
toughest jobs done. CUSTOM FIT

Each DECKED system fits your 
tub like a glove. CAD engineering 
data is used to match the sidewall 
topography of your ute tub and van 
body for a perfect fit.

STEEL IS REAL

30% of the system weight is steel! Steel 
tubes are in-moulded laterally into each deck. 

GOOD PARTS
You’re into your ute. We’re into our hardware. Our stainless
steel, galvanised, e-coat, and zinc chromate anti-corrosion 
hardware treatments exceed industry standards.

RECYCLED MATERIALS
We manufacture DECKED from 100% recycled HDPE and 
American steel for greening up your outdoorsy  
everyday life.

EASY TO INSTALL 
(MINIMAL IMPACT)
We engineered DECKED to attach 
to factory tie downs and cargo 
attachment points with little 
to no drilling required for easy 
installation and removal. Some 
models require no drilling at all.   

BEEFY WHEELS

Thanks to 4 sealed bearing wheels per drawer, our 
drawers roll as smoothly as butter in December.

HIGH DENSITY
POLYETHYLENE (HDPE)
Impervious to the elements and extreme 
hot and cold environments, this stuff is the 
bullet-proof cockroach of recycled plastics.
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WHAT WE FIT
decked fits most utes and cargo vans made from the 
mid 2000s to today. refer to deckedaustralia.com.au  
for our most current fitment guide.  

UTES CARGO VANS
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FULL-SIZE TRUCKSCARGO VANS
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WORK SMARTER
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BECAUSE TIME IS MONEY...
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PLAY HARDER
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SO MUCH EXTRA STORAGE, YOUR CARGO PANTS
ARE GOING TO BE JEALOUS.

PHASE 
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TECHNICAL DATA:
         FROM OUR NERDS

AMMO CAN STORAGE

Two roomy ammo cans are located in 
the tailgate corners of midsize
systems. Weatherproof for
storing extra items. 

DETENT STOP

New for midsize utes, drawers 
now feature an integrated 
detent stop which prevents 
drawers from rolling closed 
even on steep inclines.

LENGTH
SHORT BED: 1346mm (top), 1200mm (bottom)
LONG BED: 1643mm (top), 1499mm (bottom)

WIDTH
279mm (top),  248mm (bottom)

HEIGHT
2 1 6 m m

MIDSIZE SYSTEM
SYSTEM WEIGHT CAPACITIES
distributed payload                               1000 kg

drawer capacity (each)                            100 kg

SYSTEM DIMENSIONS

457mm

MIDSIZE NARROW DRAWER

Each ute midsize system features one narrow
drawer and one wide drawer.  Wide drawer is 
same width as drawer on full size systems.

Ammo can lids flip over to reveal cup holders. 
UNDERSIDE VIEW SHOWN. 

short long

length 1438 mm  1727 mm

width (varies) approx. 1626 mm approx. 1626 mm

height 309 mm 309 mm

total weight (kgs) 90 105

279mm
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FINE FINISHES

You love your ute, and at DECKED, we’re the same 
way. To help you work smarter, we’ve provided a 
handy ruler with additional common conversion and 
bit guides. When it’s quittin’ time, our bottle opener 
and integrated cup holders make your tailgate the 
place to be.

AMMO CAN STORAGE

Four ammo cans are located in the four corners of the DECKED full-size system
offering additional storage. BONUS: Ammo can lids flip over to reveal drink holders.

LENGTH
SHORT BED: 1560mm (top), 1407mm (bottom)
STANDARD BED: 1831mm (top), 1679mm (bottom)

WIDTH
457mm (top),  425mm (bottom)

HEIGHT
2 1 6 m m

FULL-SIZE SYSTEM

FULL-SIZE DRAWER

SYSTEM WEIGHT CAPACITIES
distributed payload                                   915 kg

drawer capacity (each)                             100 kg

SYSTEM DIMENSIONS
short long

length 1638 mm  1911 mm

width (varies) 1600 mm-1800 mm 1600 mm-1800 mm

height 309 mm 309 mm

total weight (kgs) 100 105

457mm457mm
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D-BOX + CROSSBOX
Get maximum cargo storage efficiency and drawer functionality with our durable,
weatherproof toolboxes. Both the original D-Box and our new, half-size Crossbox feature a
ruler and common bolt/bit guide as well as locking levers. Designed to nest perfectly in 
DECKED drawers. 

Customise your storage. Set your D-Boxes and Crossboxes up to hold hand tools, cordless
tool sets, fishing tackle, emergency gear, your camping kitchen, beers, or 
whatever else you can imagine. 

REMOVABLE
DIVIDERS

REMOVABLE
TRAY

WEATHERPROOF
             GASKET

HORIZONTAL &
VERTICAL CARRY

NEW: CROSSBOX 

Fits lengthwise in midsize 
drawers. Nests horizontally 
in full-size and midsize          
wide drawers.

MIDSIZE SYSTEM SHOWN

CROSSBOX

D-BOX
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DIVIDERS
Get more out of your DECKED drawers with our removable dividers. 
Segment your space to fit your needs, and truly get organised for  
the task.

CORE TRAX 1000
Custom Core Trax 1000 tie downs bolt to the steel tubes in your deck to secure bulky 
loads. Made from powder coated 6061 T6 aluminium with stainless steel tie down loops, 
Core Trax offer a 226 kg pullout rating.

T-TRACK RACK MOUNTS
DECKED T-Tracks bolt to the steel tubes in your deck allowing compatibility with Thule 
and Yakima rack systems. Made from 6061 T6 aluminium.

LOCKS
Lock up your tools,  beers, rods, skis and other valuable gear with 
our drawer lock and key system for added security.

DRAIN PLUGS
Utilise drawer drain plugs to drain water from drawers. Makes 
cleaning up from an epic tailgate party a breeze.

ACCESSORIES
ALL ACCESSORIES SOLD SEPARATELY. 
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DON’T JUST TAKE IT FROM US: 

Take it straight from the source!  
Head over to our social media pages 
and website to see how DECKED’ers 
use and customise their ute or van 
with their DECKED storage systems.

DECKEDAUSTRALIA.COM.AU

DIESEL BROTHERS  |  WOODS CROSS, UT
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JASON ALDEAN

LUKE WRONSKI | WlLCO OFFROAD

@IAMROAMR@IDARADO

NICK SHERRROD

AARON DAVIS

@PHAZE2YOGI
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CAUTION: Prolonged exposure to DECKED may result in increased acts of manliness, elevated levels of awesome, 
unexpected quantities of free time and enlarged paychecks. Symptoms may include frequent requests to rescue 
animals stranded in trees, compulsive bending of iron with bare hands, uncontrollable desire to fix broken things 
and unexpected levels of attractiveness. Should you experience any of these, please recommend DECKED to a 
friend immediately.

BIG THANKS:  Black Wattle Studio, Matty Mac, Made Social, Peterson Auto Group, Kiel Photography, Matchstick 
Productions, The Diesel Brothers, Wilco Offroad, Falken Tire, Kingston Photo, Aaron Davis Photo, Stellar media, Ida-
rado Media, Verde Fulfillment, Vince Baertchi, S.P.E.A.R Tactical, Leer,  First Lite, ID Agency, Wheel Pro’s, Northwest 
Lineman College, Weitz Construction, Purdy Ranch. 

DECKED AUSTRALIA PTY LTD
p.o. box 2276 graceville east

brisbane, qld 4075

P • (07) 3255 6457   M • 0437 577 698

E •  info@deckedaustralia.com 
     sales@deckedaustralia.com  
    media@deckedaustralia.com

D EC K E DAU ST RA L I A .CO M . AU

GO TO DECKEDAUSTRALIA.COM.AU FOR FITMENT GUIDE
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Y E A R  WA R R A N T Y

WE BACK EVERYTHING WE MAKE
We have gone to great lengths in R&D and manufacturing to ensure that your experience is second to none. We are 
so confident you will be pleased with the quality of your system, that we back everything we make with a 3-year 
limited warranty against defects in materials and workmanship. Register your system at   
DECKEDAUSTRALIA.COM.AU/register-your-system


